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Photo: ShutterstockHaving no plans used to feel luxuristic—hedonistic, even—but things have shifted, and the lack of structure in our days begins (or continues) to feel a little oppressive, or at least extremely dull. In short, it feels like there's nothing to look forward to, and it can blossom into our relationship with food. On the surface, working from home would seem to give one
unprecedented control over one's diet. Not... Reading moreHaving free time to perfect your culinary skills is one of the few pleasant aspects of social distancing, but that doesn't mean feeding yourself is easy. If you don't work at all, or have moved to work from home, your usual temporary books have been dismantled, drifting you into a sea of dried pasta and beans. This is where
meal planning can help. Identify your quarantine pitfallsUnderstand that this planning can be as strict or lax as you need to be. It can be as simple as festive theme nights—Lasagna Mondays or Chicken Sundays—or you can pack literal lunches for yourself and kids every day. A plan is just an annoying to-do list if it doesn't address any problems, so start by identifying where and
how the state of things messes with your cooking and eating. The easiest way to do this is to make a list. My list, for example, looks like this: Having thought and written about food all day, I'm sick of food and cooking Constant low-key anxiety and flares of depression Can't go to the store for last-minute ingredients or impulse buysFeel guilty about ordering food via appsYour list is
probably different, especially if you have kids , isn't used to working from home, or isn't used to cooking for yourself a lot at all. But once you identify these problems, you can solve them. I generally find problems falling into two categories-logistics or mood-and-meal planning can help with both. January is the month to get your house in order, and no aspect of one's life affects quite
so... Read moreIf it's a matter of logisticsI keep reading that people have all this spare time —I even wrote it above, it's so ingrained!—but that's not true for essential workers, people who work full-time from home, or people who need to facilitate their children's education. If that's the case, a traditional approach to meal planning—dedicate a block of time to cooking a large portion
of the food you plan to eat—is probably the way to go. Re-try to identify potential pitfalls. If you don't know where to start, try answering these questions from one of my other posts on this topic: Do you even like eating a big breakfast? One of my favorite hilarious misunderstandings of Star Trek is when dr. Crusher keeps trying to feed Picard new and interesting breakfasts and
he's like eh, okay and then gets them kidnapped mind-linked and it appears they'both rather have a coffee and a croissant (and Picard has loved Bev since she was married to his best friend). My point is some people people stomach a heavy breakfast first thing in the morning, and it's okay to eat a piece of toast and an apple instead of overnight Instant Pot oats with yogurt and
sous-vide-stalled-fruit composite. Will you eat leftovers? And if you don't want it, will your partner or roommate? Some people simply don't like leftovers and these people shouldn't make large groups of one thing with the plan to eat out of it all week as it will lead to a particular kind of sadness. (I thought I was a leftover eater until I divorced and realized it was my husband they
were eating, not me, and I've adapted my cooking appropriately ever since.) Do you like to cook during the week, or would you rather do it at once? Some people would rather sit through a three-hour Power Point presentation on synergy than chop vegetables on a weeknight, but some people find cutting and dicing zen instead. If you're cooking on a weeknight highlighting you out,
you'll probably want to carve out some time on a Sunday to do either all or part of your prep work and cook for the week. If you know, for example, you hate cooking breakfast, but love cooking dinner, carve out some time to cook hard some eggs or cook a large batch of freezer-friendly sandwiches, and choose some new, enjoyable recipes to try for dinner before shopping your
weekly (or two monthly). If you hate leftovers, consider making a large group of one protein, then stocking up on different carbs (rice, tortillas, pasta), and sauces so even if you're kind of eating the same thing every night, it doesn't feel like you are. I'm totally able to make lentations, but I never make lentations. Instead, I buy Trader Joe's... Read moreAnd, even if the current
culinary vibe is on display on social media is very urban homesteader, don't forget to stock up on snacks (for snack dinners) and buy some frozen meals (such as pizzas, burritos, or-uh-big pockets of French fries). And don't, under any circumstances, feel guilty about buying pre-chopped vegetables or otherwise prepared foods. Even if you have all this free time, you'd probably
rather spend that time reading a book or doing a puzzle, rather than chopping onions, because choppy onions blow. You can also buy bread. Buying bread is still legal. If it's a matter of moodEven as things aren't that bad for you personally, there's a lot of terrible things going on, and that's okay if that makes you sad, anxious, tired, or just generally grumpy. I, for one, can't predict
how I'm going to feel day to day, and how it will affect my desire to eat and cook. One minute I cry and the next I make my own breakfast sausage from scratch - it's a real roller coaster! Depression has a sneaky way of creeping into all aspects of your life and not giving you around... Read moreA.A. Newton wrote a complete guide on how to feed yourself when you're depressed
and it can be useful to you, especially if you've never experienced acute depression before. Meals are broken up into categories based ease - from easier than shower to harder than shower and feature miso soup (my current favor), feeding roasted vegetables, and dead-easy baked goods. If you usually like cooking but have a hard time getting joy in activity, buy yourself a new
kitchen toy and plan your meals around that. I rarely use my stand mixer for baking, but I bought the meat thending seizure and boy is excited to make my own sausages and burger mixtures. If you haven't used a particular device in a while, dust it off and see if it sparks any inspiration. It can also help to have an external influence, such as a virtual recipe club, as a kind of meal
plan, just make sure you don't indulge yourself. Remember, now is not the time to optimize or make the most of anything. Feeding yourself and family is actually and quite enough. When it comes to cooking there's a very good chance that a lot of us don't have the time to prepare beautiful meals on a daily basis. But that doesn't mean you have to be satisfied for fast food or frozen
pizzas throughout the week. With some changes to your routine and a little planning you can eat healthy, homemade meals every day of the week.1. Buying a Rotisserie Chicken on SundayOne from the cheapest and simplest protein for any meal is, of course, chicken. And on Sundays, a large majority of grocery stores will put their rotisserie chickens up for sale. If you can grab
one of these, you're already on your way to a wide range of meals that can be made in minutes. Shred and divide the chicken out into containers for every day of the week. Hot or cold, on salad or tacos, shredded chicken can be used in many ways. It's a healthy protein and the best is that you don't have to cook it. 2. Use the Slow Cooker that you plan to use your meals for the
week always plan to use the slow cooker once or twice. With the slow cooker, there's rarely any cleanup (virtually nobody if you use a bag) and you can just turn it on and go on your busy life. When planning for using the slow cooker, make sure you take advantage of online resources that have a ton of recipes. Reddit's /r/slowcooking is probably one of the best communities for
meal planning.3. Plan for Leftovers If this is a recipe you like and don't mind cooking, then double the recipe. Now you can eat it for dinner and lunch the next day. Many people don't plan for leftovers, but if you know your appetite, you can knock out two meals at once. You can learn more about doubling your meals and planning for leftovers here. You might be tired when you
return from the grocery store, but don't just throw everything in the fridge. Get out of cutting board and cut and dice all your vegetables and put them in containers for storage. This will save you a good time in the future if you're ready to use them for ingredients. It is to just knock out this task as making it a daily chore.5. Don't shop on an empty BellyMake a plan, have a list, list, stick
to it when you visit the grocery store. The easiest way to waste time wandering the aisles is to go shopping on an empty stomach. You'll easily convince yourself to buy things you don't need to waste both your money and time. 6. Prepare for DisastersNow that it's winter, you may also be too busy thinking ahead and start planning for meals that will be needed during storms. Most
of the time if you hit the grocery store the day before a winter storm is about to hit it's already too late. You can avoid this by stocking up on meals that will not require the oven to make. You can also learn how to stop your food from spoiling if there is a power failure by keeping your refrigerator cold here. To make your meal planning easier, always keep a clean fridge. That means
go through once a week and discard any expired products or leftovers. When you make your list, you'll have a clear show of what you need for the coming week. 8. Keep a well-stocked Spice CabinetMost from the time when planning for quick meals you don't have the time needed to develop complicated flavor profiles in your food. Having a well-stocked spice cabinet will allow
you to create variety for your quick meals. It should be more than just salt and pepper, be sure to stock in herbs and spices as well. To have a variety of spices, eating chicken will make pleasant any day of the week. Popular photo credit: Jaro Larnos via flickr.com flickr.com
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